The paper analyzes the flow calculation of power system, using iterative learning algorithm to calculation the power flow, compare with traditional improving Newton etc. algorithm, Iterative learning algorithm has fast convergence can also be to achieve a high precision tracking. In this paper convergence of the algorithm is global, and gives control of the convergence conditions and rigorous theoretical proof.
INTRODUCTION
The power system flow calculation is a basic power calculation for researching power system steady state. Its task is ensure the operational status of the whole system according to the operation conditions and network structure, such as the voltage on each bus(amplitude and phase),power distribution and power loss etc. in the network. The results of power flow calculation are the basis for computation and fault analysis of power system stability [1] .
Nearly 20 years, the study power flow algorithm is still very active, but most research revolves around improving the Newton method and the P-Q decomposition method performed. In addition, with the development of artificial intelligence theory, genetic algorithms, artificial neural networks, fuzzy algorithm is introduced gradually flow calculation [2] [3] [4] . However, so far these new models and algorithms cannot replace Newton's method and P-Q decomposition method [5, 6] position. Due to the size of the system [7] continues to expand the power of computing speed increasing demands, parallel computing technology computer will also be widely used in the flow calculation, and has become an important area of research.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
According to the expression of the power equation (1):
Where Pi, Qi respectively are active and reactive power, Vi is the voltage the node i, V ! * is the j-th node voltage conjugate, Y !" * is the admittance matrix conjugate, change the express form, we get equation (2) .
Then we get iterating learning algorithms basis equation(5)
According to equation (5) , next, we will discuss the PV, PQ and balance node respectively. The PQ node is injected into the power of P and Q is given, applicable to a given active and reactive power of the generators and no substation power conditioning equipment node. For such a node, will take directly the last voltage values into equation (5) can be calculated by iteration. PV node that is active power P and voltage U is given for the generator nodes equipped with phase modulation substation node, due to its reactive power Qi is unknown, it must be calculated first.
According to the reactive power and current expression:
, due to the voltage of PV node is given, so on the basis of V ! (!!!) = U ! e !" we can get node phase angle.
Next, we just according to equation , then using the third part iterative learn algorithm to prove its uniform convergence.
ITERATING LEARNING ALGORITHMS
Given power flow is non-liner system (6)
and its initial condition, where
! ,f and C are the vector function of corresponding dimension and Lipschiz continuous, shown the equations (6)(7).
For a given target output y ! (t), to find the control input u ! (t), such that it corresponds to the output y ! (t) of the system meet B with t ∈ [0, T].
can ensure according to learning. In the discussion that follows, we will use the following norm and lemma:
Proof. We just prove {u ! (t)} is Cauchy sequence within [0,T].
For any natural number p and k, we can get
Where
Lemma 2 If υ, ρ ∈ 0,1 ! , and
Proof Because ν ∈ 0,1 , then exists ξ ! > 1 ,so that the νξ ∈ 0,1 for ξ ∈ 0,1 , we notice the equation (10) and f x, y are continuous within x ! , y ! = (0,1) , there is (ξ ! , η ! ) ∈ Ω that makes the equation(11) comes into existence and f ξ, η ∈ 0,1 . Then we take ξ ! = min {ξ ! , ξ ! }, so when equation (12) was founded, we should have
TRANSFORMATIONS OF ALGORITHM AND PROBLEM
For the system (6), our learning control algorithm is equation (13-a, 13-b, 13-c) .
We still suppose the system through the system initial point given corresponding to each state x ! t , namely
The purpose is to determine the learning coefficient of the algorithm Γ t , Γ ! t , D t that makes Algorithm converges, namely
2) Goal tracking, namely
For the problem 1) and 2), we will be transformed into an asymptotic stability of the system, as we consider the convergence of u ! t , e ! t on k, so only consider the case of k>N.
Lemma 3 marked ∆u ! t = u ! t − u !!! t and
Then the equation (14) is valid.
Proof From algorithm (13), we know
From
Otherwise
From equation (16) and (17), we know
STABILITY ANALYSIS
Seen from section 4, to make sure the algorithm convergence and target tracking, we just proof the following condition
2) {u ! t } is uniform convergence in the range [0,T].
The problem is further transformed, first given as lemma3:
Lemma 3 If there is M>0 and ξ > 1 that makes
Then will meet condition 1) and 2).
Proof Under the condition of lemma 3, 1) is obviously satisfied, in addition, there is
Thus seen by Lemma 3, to make the algorithm convergence and target tracking, we just prove the following facts: there exists a constant M>0 and ξ > 1 that makes
We note Q ! (t) satisfying the equation (14), then
Next, first of all, we estimate F ! t , then defined in the Lemma 1, F ! t satisfies the following estimate:
Next we prove the equation (20).
Proof According to F ! definition we know,
By the well-known Bellman-Gronwall inequality has
By the equation (24) shows that
By the equation (19) shows that
The equations (25)(26) substituting into equation (21). We get 
This is the result we want to prove.
Once F ! t is estimated, we substituted into the equation (19) is the main result.
ANALYSIS OF THE COMPUTATION RESULT
We take the difference initial value of U ! and θ ! respectively, then analysis the variation of physical quantity in the iteration process.
According to from Tables 1-4 , we can describe the Fig.  (1) by Matlab.
CONCLUSION
The paper analysis the power flow computing method by iteration learning algorithm. Result shown iteration learning algorithm is simple and easy programming. 
